No doubt in part reflecting their own mood, present-day labor scholars seem to share a darkening assessment of the political outcomes of the 1960s. At least such is the impression spawned by two significant segments of our current volume: first, a reconsideration from a half-century's distance of the impact of the urban upheavals in America's big northern cities, 1964-67; second, a roundtable review of an influential new book that locates today's crisis of mass incarceration of America's black and brown poor at the very moment of liberal policy prescriptions, the putative "war on poverty," aimed at treating the sources of poverty as well as crime.
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No doubt in part reflecting their own mood, present-day labor scholars seem to share a darkening assessment of the political outcomes of the 1960s. At least such is the impression spawned by two significant segments of our current volume: first, a reconsideration from a half-century's distance of the impact of the urban upheavals in America's big northern cities, 1964-67; second, a roundtable review of an influential new book that locates today's crisis of mass incarceration of America's black and brown poor at the very moment of liberal policy prescriptions, the putative "war on poverty," aimed at treating the sources of poverty as well as crime.
Befitting Eric Arnesen's call to address the impact (and analysis) of urban unrest on the political right, left, and center, our Up for Debate panelists divide their attentions accordingly. Michael W. Flamm emphasizes that the law-and-order theme-still with us in the age of Trump-first took center stage in the Barry Goldwater campaign of 1964 and then, thanks to rising urban anxieties, was effectively exploited by Richard Nixon. Robyn C. Spencer seeks to recover the promise of the Black Panthers' grassroots organizing as an alternative to reliance on alwaysdisappointing federal poverty programs. Karen Ferguson zeroes in on an icon of liberal policy prescription-and funding-in the era: namely, the Ford Foundation New books in the field are characteristically diverse and wide-ranging in their content. Sometimes it is interesting simply to juxtapose-aided by the labors of astute reviewers-works that treat a common theme or share a common methodology.
That no less than four of the books under review treat various regimes of slavery is itself testimony to recent curiosity about unfree labor systems: in this regard, Christy Clark-Pujara's treatment of the "business" of slavery-a category that extends the socioeconomic impact of the institution far beyond not only conventional "plantation" coverage but also a geographic periphery that is treated in the other three 
